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M U L T I M E D I A   A M P L I F I E R

MODEL:A-6600

      We are glad to recommend you microlab A-6601 multimedia 
speaker, this unit is with independent 5.1 channel amplifier and 
subwoofer, presenting grand bass effectively, also glossy and 
silvery treble. It should be desirable for you to build up desk 
theater for multimedia PC, you are going to enjoy the loveliness
of music well.
     Please read the manual before using the unit, that will benefit
the correct work of it, without causing any unexpected cost.

Power supply: Showing on the rear board of the amplifier
Parts: Amplifier (A-6600)                                                          1pc
          Subwoofer (W541)                                                         1pc
          Satellite                                                                         5pcs
          Audio-cable                                                                   8pcs
         User manual                                                                    1pc

Function features:
   *Independent 5.1 channel amplifier, you'll be more convenient 
    by controlling the knobs on the panel.
   *Specially, the amplifier is available for transfer between AUX
    and 5.1 input channel, as the 2.1 and 5.1 channel being input-
    ed at the same time.
  *Satellites are with the V10 speaker unit, which designed by 
   microlab ourselves initially, carrying  characters of  exact orie-
   ntation and higher resolution
  *The independent subwoofer without  power cable, you can place 
   it at anywhere conveniently.
  *Ready connection for PC, DVD,VCD,CD,TV set etc  carrying 
   audio output.
  *As with full defence against magnetism, the unit can be placed
   aside the PC monitor and TV set, without being affected.

Connection: (as the drawing 2)
1. Connect the satellite cables at the "AUDIO OUTPUT" separately, 
    for the rear panel of  the amplifier, then the subwoofer cable at
    "BASS".
2. Insert one head of the audio cable to DVD or 5.1 channel sound
    card port, the other head to the "5.1 input" port of amplifier.
3. As the unit works with 2.1 channel sound card or VCD, please 
   Insert one head of the audio cable to VCD or sound card port,
   the other head to the "AUX INPUT" port of amplifier.

4. Getting all the connections ready correctly with double check, 
    please put the power plug to the AC POWER alternating current 
    and power on the unit.

Placing way: (as the drawing 3)
    A-6601 multimedia speaker is consisted of a independent 
amplifier, 5pcs satellites and a subwoofer. The front R/L satellites 
can be placed at the sides of the PC or TV set, they should be 
separated about 70cm, that will create a nature sound theater. If 
you're far from the monitor or TV screen, the space between the 
satellites can be increased. The center satellite is placed in the 
middle to the front R/L satellites, the rear R/L satellites are placed 
at the back of audience of right and left. The audience should be 
50-100cm far from the speakers, it's better that the audience can 
stay in the central place to the two satellites as much as possible, 
subwoofer can be placed on the PC desk or the floor nearing the 
desk. Please adjust the space and angle of the satellites for finding
the most suitable place, it will help to reach desirable stereo 
affection, recalling the outstretched space feeling of sound theater. 
Amplifier can placed anywhere at your convenience.

Working:
1. Turn down the the knobs on the panel of amplifier to minimum 
    against the hour hand direction, then turn on the power knob.
2. Play the music game, adjusting all the controlling knobs to get 
    the satisfied mood.

Specification:
*Power Output: (Woofer) 22.5W RMS (THD 10%)
                         (Satellite) 6.2W x5 RMS  (THD 10%)
*Frequency Response: (Woofer) 30Hz-120Hz      
                                     (Satellite) 120Hz-20KHz
*Sensitivity Input: 220mV
*Distortion: 0.3% at 1W 1KHz
*S/N Ratio: more than 65dB
*Separation: more than 40dB
*Driver Unit: (Woofer Driver) 5.25" magnetically shielded    
                     (Satellite Driver) 2.5" V10 magnetically shielded
*Audio Input Socket: RCA plug
*Audio Output Socket: RCA socket
*Product Size (LxWxH) :( Amplifier)270x90x242mm  
                                       (Woofer Speaker) 244x222x228mm 
                                       (Satellite Speaker) 155x125x205mm

    Caution:
1. Do not exposed to dripping or splashing.
2. Do not placed any objects filled with water over the apparatus.
3. Do not block the ventilation holes.
4. For indoor use only.
5. When using high output signal, please don't turn the volume to 
    maximum to avoid distortion.

A-6601
INSTRUCTION  MANUAL

MULTIMEDIA  ACOUSTICS  SYSTEM

Computer 2.1 Channel Sound Card

Computer 5.1 Channel Sound 
Card or DVD PLAYER


